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ABSTRACT 

Community detection is always an exceptional problem in the study of networked systems such as social networks and 
computer networks. The network is analysed to examine the structure of social relationships in a group to detect formal and 
informal relationships between the nodes of these networks. Different algorithms are used to detect communities such as 
Label propagation algorithm, community mining. Label propagation algorithm (LPA) detects communities by propagating 
labels among vertices. The main drawback of LPA was that it could not find overlapping communities. This paper presents a 
comprehensive study about detecting both disjoint and overlapping communities in social networks.  The proposed work 
promises to search communities both disjoint and overlapping, by using a shared label approach. The label attached to each 
vertex identifies the communities which this vertex belongs to. A separate table maintains a list of communities and the 
members belonging to that community. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 
A social network is a social structure used for connecting the individuals or organizations. Examples of 

social networks include email Orkut, Facebook etc. The social network is referred to as virtual community or 
profile site. An online social networking site makes the social networks visible to others who are not in their 
immediate network. In a social network people are held together by pre-established interpersonal connection 
such as friendship. 

 

II. COMMUNITY DETECTION 
 A large number of complex systems can be represented as networks. For example, in World Wide 

Web, a network, a number of web pages are interconnected by hyperlinks; people are represented as nodes in 
social networks and their relationships by edges; and in biological networks, bio-chemical molecules are 
represented as nodes and the reactions between them by edges [1]. The main feature of networks is that vertices 
are often structured into distinct groups, or communities, in terms of edge density or we can say that one of the 
main characteristics of the networks is community structure also known as clustering or modularity. The 
vertices present in the same community have the same properties and vertices in different communities have 
different properties. Edges between vertices in the same community are dense, but are sparse between different 
communities. A simple graph representing three communities using circle is as shown: 
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Figure 1: Simple Community Network 

In community detection scheme the user tries to find the best community structure by maximizing the 
network modularity. The quality of a detected community can be measured by modularity. A good network 
division corresponds to a great modularity and a bad network division corresponds to small modularity. The 
community detection in networks is a non-deterministic polynomial (NP) hard problem. Main difficulty faced in 
community detection in social network is that some methods may deliver a large number of partitions for the 
detection of a community, but we don’t know which kind of partition is reasonable for the network, because 
normally we don’t know how many communities are included in the network, and how many nodes are included 
in each community beforehand [2]. In order to detect reasonable natural communities in the network with high 
efficiency, the researchers proposed many community detection algorithms. Despite of great efforts, the cost of 
detecting unknown number of communities of unknown size in a large network remains high. To minimize this 
cost Raghavan et al. [1] proposed a new method known as label propagation method.  

 

III. LABEL PROPAGATION ALGORITHM 
Raghavan et al. [1] proposed the label propagation algorithm which is fast and accurate method for 

community detection. In this algorithm each vertex is associated with a label which is an identifier. 
1. To initialize, every vertex is provided with a unique label. 
2. Repeatedly, each vertex x updates its label by replacing its value by the label obtained by the greatest 

number of neighbors. If more than one label is used by the same maximum number of neighbors, one of them is 
chosen randomly. After several iterations, the same label tends to become associated with all members of a 
community. 

3. All vertices with the same label are added to one community. 
The algorithm terminates when every vertex has a label that is one of those that are used by a 

maximum number of neighbors. The algorithm produces groups that contain all vertices sharing the same label. 
This algorithm fails to detect overlapping communities.  

 

IV. RELATED WORK 
Brian Dickinson et al. [3] proposed a genetic based approach to discover new communities from the 

existing ones in social networks. This algorithm optimized a simple fitness function which enables to identify 
densely connected groups of nodes with sparse connections between groups. This method was efficient to take 
into consideration only the actual correlations among the nodes which sensibly reduce the research space of 
possible solutions because the variation operators were modified earlier. S. Thayananthporkalanchiam et al. [4] 
presented an evolutionary MultiObjective approach to uncover community structure. This algorithm optimized 
two objective functions that were able to identify densely connected groups of nodes having sparse inter 
connections. At different hierarchical levels this method generate a set of network divisions in which solutions 
consisting of a higher number of modules were contained in solutions having a lower number of communities. 
The drawback of proposed work is this technique do not maximise the intra connections inside each community 
and minimizes inter connections between different communities. S. Catanese et al. [5] analysed the growth and 
evolution of online social networks both from the point of view of marketing and offer of new services and from 
a scientific view point since their structure and evolution may share similarities with real-life social networks. 
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The author presented long-term research effort in analysing Facebook the largest and arguably most successful 
OSN, today it gathers more than 500 million users. It is restricted to access data about Facebook users and their 
friendship relations; thus in order to reconstruct a sub graph, the authors acquired the necessary information 
directly from the front end of the website representing anonymous interconnections among a significant subset 
of users. The authors described an ad hoc privacy-compliant crawler for Facebook data extraction. The 
drawback of proposed model was that the model does not speed-up the data extraction process and the 
evaluation of network metrics in Social network analysis. GuanboJia et al. [6] described that the community 
detection in complex networks is an important problem in many scientific fields from biology to sociology. This 
paper suggested a new algorithm Differential Evolution based Community Detection (DECD) which employs a 
novel optimization algorithm differential evolution (DE) for detecting communities in complex networks. DE 
uses network modularity as the fitness function to search for an optimal partition of a network. Based on the 
standard DE crossover operator, the authors design a modified binomial crossover to effectively transmit some 
important information about the community structure in evolution. The authors evaluate DECD on several 
artificial and real-world social and biological networks. Experimental results show that DECD has very 
competitive performance compared with other state-of-the-art community detection algorithms. The limitation 
of the proposed work was that the authors used modularity as the objective function to find the optimal 
community structure of a network. The authors had achieved better community detection results than many 
other algorithms rather than the proposed model. Pizzuti [7] proposed a multi objective genetic algorithm to 
uncover community structure in complex network is proposed. The algorithm optimizes two objective functions 
able to identify densely connected groups of nodes having sparse inter-connections. This method generates a set 
of network divisions at different hierarchical levels in which solutions at deeper levels consisting of a higher 
number of modules are contained in solutions having a lower number of communities. Mrinmaya Sachan et al. 
[8] described a Genetic Algorithm-based approach towards a global damage identification framework for the 
continuous/periodic monitoring of civil structures. In order to localize and estimate the severity of damage 
regions a one stage model-based Bayesian probabilistic damage detection approach is proposed. This method is 
based on response power spectral density of the structure which enjoys the advantage of broadband frequency 
information and can be used for input-output as well as output-only damage identification studies. The 
suitability of the proposed method is investigated for an error -free numerical model with noise- free response 
data sets in a beam-like structure with different severity of damage. The drawback of this research is this 
algorithm does not be applicable for more noisy data associated with the continuous/periodic monitoring of real 
civil structures. S. Simranjit et al. [9] suggested a system using neural network and diversified weights based on 
multilayer text extraction, frequency of communication for friend recommendation from friends of friends. The 
authors had taken into account various factors which assign score to his friends of friends and will recommend 
them more efficiently. The results were not reliable and accurate which is a limitation to this work. Xiuquan 
Qiao et al. [10] presented that a context-awareness dynamic friend recommendation approach for mobile SNS 
users and the evaluation criterion of community division precision was proposed by combining the context-
awareness community division and ontology modelling this paper. This approach successfully addressed the 
user’s dynamic feature and the sparseness of the existing social relations in the current mobile social networking 
sites. It has a positive significance to the development of the mobile social networking services. M. Varmazyar 
et al. [11] showed that social networking sites had allowed people to share, communicate and interact over 
diverse geographical regions and provide a rich source of heterogeneous data which can be exploited to discover 
previously unknown relationships and interests among groups of people. In this paper the authors described the 
problem of discovering topically meaningful communities from a social network. The authors proposed 
generative models that could discover communities based on the discussed topics interaction types and the 
social connections among people. The drawback of the proposed work was this does not maintain a separation 
between different communities of similar interest. YananCai et al. [12] introduced a new network Pilgrim, with 
known overlapping nodes and a new genetic algorithm for detecting such nodes. This study initially explores the 
potential of the community detection algorithm Label Rank for consistent overlap detection. Therefore a genetic 
algorithm was proposed so as to detect overlapping communities by maximizing an efficient overlapping 
modularity function using a restricted edge-based clustering technique. This method was tested on several real 
social networks yields results comparable to the most effective overlapping community detection algorithms to 
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date. The drawback of this algorithm was this only detects the overlapped nodes instead of searching the 
overlapping nodes in the network. Elie Raad et al. [13] proposed that the observed trend in social networks is 
not fully compatible with the assumption to achieve these matching user profiles, since users tend to create more 
than one social network account for personal use, for work, etc. Inter-social networks operations and 
functionalities were required in several scenarios data integration, data enrichment, information retrieval, etc. 
were required. In this work the authors addressed the problem of matching user profiles in its globalism by 
providing a suitable matching framework able to consider all the profile’s attributes. The authors’ framework 
allows users to give more importance to some attributes and assign each attribute a different similarity measure. 

 

V. PROBLEM FORMULATED AND PROPOSED WORK 
Previously discussed algorithms were used to detect similar communities from complex network; 

overlapping communities were not getting detected. In this paper we will try to find out overlapping 
communities using Label Sharing Approach. 

A. Proposed Algorithm (Label Sharing Approach for overlapping communities) 
1. List different aspects to form basic communities’ categories like location, interest, hobbies, 

sports, workplace, education etc. 
2. Take each aspect into consideration one at a time and form table structures where each row 

represents one particular value or range of values of an aspect and contains the vertices which presently 
belong to this community. 

3. Take a vertex and give it an empty label which will later act as a delimited string of different 
communities for this vertex. This string contains all communities which this vertex belongs to. 

4. For this particular vertex, take one aspect at a time and assign this vertex to a list in the table 
containing all communities, against the name of this particular community. Add to this list all vertices in 
neighbourhood of this vertex and even 1 step further which share the same value for this aspect. 

5. Insert this community id in the label of all these vertices.  
6. The contribution of a member to his community is the reciprocal of total number of members 

in the community which can be found from its entry in the table. 
7. Repeat step 4 to 6 for the same vertex for all different aspects. 
8. Assume a threshold value and delete all communities from the label where contribution of this 

vertex is more than that value. 
9. This vertex is member of remaining communities. 
10. Repeat steps 3 to 7 for different vertices to find their community list. 

The overlapping communities can be detected using this technique. In proposed work a label is 
associated with every vertex which is the delimited list of all the communities that the vertex is involved in. 

  

VI. CONCLUSION & FUTURE WORK 
The proposed model invented a new algorithm which will be able to deal with strong overlaps in-

between communities of the networks. The proposed work is highly effective as well as efficient at discovering 
community structure. The success of a social networking site is dependent on the quality of content users share. 
In order to design social networking services it is important to understand the factors that motivate users to join 
communities and upload or retrieve media content. The mining of overlapping communities were performed 
using the proposed algorithm. The proposed work promises to search communities-both disjoint and 
overlapping, by using a shared label approach. The label attached to each vertex identifies the communities 
which this vertex belongs to. A separate table maintains a list of communities and the members belonging to that 
community. The future work involves the implementation of dynamic behaviour of communities. This work can 
be further extended to suggest communities to members of the network on basis of their own and neighbours’ 
contribution to that community.  If contribution is better than some threshold value, then that community can be 
suggested to that particular member. 
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